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1. Introduction. Calvin Moore [7] has recently introduced a variant of the

notion of unitary induced representation for which he was able to give a version

of the Frobenius Reciprocity Theorem which is an exact generalization of that

theorem as it is known for finite groups. For finite groups the Reciprocity Theorem

is a very particular case of results describing explictly the intertwining operators,

or equivalently, the intertwining forms for two induced representations. In this

paper we shall determine explicitly the intertwining forms for two induced rep-

resentations of the kind introduced by Moore, which we shall call summable

induced representations. The results parallel as closely as could reasonably be

expected (that is, once all measure theoretic pathology has been ruled out) the re-

sults for finite groups. In particular, Moore's version of the Reciprocity Theo-

rem is an immediate corollary.

To obtain these results we use methods due in their general outline to Bruhat [2],

who employed them in his study of differentiable induced representations. The

main idea is to describe the induced representation as a quotient of a representation

which is essentially a regular representation acting on a space which is a tensor

product. For the case of differentiable induced representations it is the nuclearity

of the spaces involved which lies behind the success of the method. The summable

induced representations act on spaces which are close to L1 spaces. These spaces

have some very special properties which serve as a substitute for nuclearity and

which we now describe.

Let X be a locally compact space and p a positive (Radon) measure on X. Let E

be a Banach space and let L1(p,E) be the space of all classes of /i-measurable

functions f:X^E such that \\f\\i= j" fl/(x) || dp(x) < oo. Provided with the
indicated norm, L}(.p,E) is a Banach space. The first important result concerning

these spaces is the following theorem of Grothendieck [3, Chapitre I, Theoreme 2].

Theorem A. The mapf®v-*f- v,fe Ll(p), veE, where f ■ v(x) = f(x)v is an

isometry of L1{p)®Ewith L\p,E).
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The analog of this result for spaces of distributions is the essence of Schwartz'

Theorem of Kernels.

Let L°°(p,£') be the space of all classes of p-measurable functions /:X-*E',

where E' is provided with the weak topology <r(£',£), which are essentially

bounded ana set |/||oo = ess sup||/(x) ||- Then Loc(p,£') is a Banach space.

Theorem B [1, Chapitre VI, §2, Proposition 10]. If E is a separable

Banach space the strong dual of L'(p,£) is isometric to L°°(p,£') under the map

which assigns to each öfeL°°(p,£') the linear form

This result is the analog of the very useful fact that the strong dual of the

projective tensor product of two nuclear Frechet spaces is the tensor product

of their duals.

In the next section we give the definition of summable induced representations

and recall certain other definitions. The third section is devoted to the deter-

mination of the intertwining forms and the fourth section is devoted to a dis-

cussion of intertwining numbers. The summable induced representations are

closely related to unitary induced representations, and in the fifth section, making

use of this relation, we give a lower bound for the intertwining number of two

unitary induced representations. Unfortunately, to obtain this result we have

to make the very restrictive assumption that the homogeneous spaces entering into

play have finite invariant measures, and this restriction seriously limits the applica-

bility of the result.

2. Summable induced representations. By a representation L of the locally

compact group 'S we will always mean a strongly continuous representation of 'S

by isometries on a Banach space H(L). If L is such a representation the subspace

of all v' eH(L)', such that x-* 'Lx-iv' :^->H(L)' is continuous, is a strongly

closed and weakly dense subspace H(L) of H(L)' (see [2, p. 113]). The

map x -*'Lx-i I H(L) is a representation of 'S on H(L) called the contragredient

representation L of L. If G is a closed subgroup of 'S we denote by L\G the

restriction of L to G.

Let L and M be two representations of 'S. An intertwining form for L and M

is a continuous bilinear form B on H(L) x H(M) invariant under L and M,

that is, one satisfying

Let B(L,M) denote the space of intertwining forms for L and M. The space of all

continuous bilinear forms on H(L) x H(M) is exactly the dual of H(L) ® H(M)

(complete projective tensor product [3, Chapitre I, Definition 2]) which is a Banach

B(Lxu,Mxv) = B(u,v),  xg'S,  u,vgH(L) x H(M).
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space. We provide B(L,M) with the topology induced by the strong topology on

(H(L)®H(M))'. (As a general rule all duals will be equipped with the strong

topology.) It is immediate that B(L,M) is a closed subspace, hence a Banach space.

With this interpretation of bilinear forms, the intertwining forms are exactly

those bilinear forms B such that

\LX®MX)B = B, xe*S.

Each continuous bilinear form B on H(L) x H(M) defines a continuous linear

mapß':H(L)-»H(M)' by setting<B'«,t)> = B(u,v). If BeB(L,M) then B' is an

intertwining operator for the representations L and M. Conversely, every inter-

twining operator for L and M is of the form B' and B->B' is an isomorphism of

B(L,M) on Hom^(L,M), the space of intertwining operators.

We shall denote by p or d9(x) a right invariant Haar measure on '$ and by A the

modular function of 'S, that is, the function such that

A(x) jf(xy)d«(y) = j f(y)d„(y),     x e <$.

If G is a closed subgroup of 'S we denote by dG(x) a right invariant Haar measure

on G and by <5C, or «5, the modular function of G.

Let pG, or p, be a continuous positive function on 'S such that

(1) p{e)=\,      p«x) = 5«)A(f)-1p(x)> £,xeGxä?.

The existence of such functions, called p-functions, results, for the case of separable

Lie groups, from a construction due to Bruhat [2]. However, his construction

can be carried through without change for arbitrary locally compact groups once

it has been noted that the homogeneous space SjG of right G-cosets is para-

compact. To this function p is associated a quasi-invariant measure v on ^/G

defined by the equation

f /(x)p(x)d,(x) = f     f /«x)dG(£)dv(x),
J 9 J 9/G JG

where / is a continuous function with compact support on 'S, x is the image of x

in 'SjG, and the meaning of the expression on the right lies in the fact that

f f(£x)dG(£) depends only on x and may be denoted by /(x). Thus the measure

v is defined by

f(x)dv(x)= f(x)p(x)d9(x).
J9/G J 9

For each se'S the function x -> p(xs)jp(x) depends only on x and the quasi-

invariance of v is expressed by the equation:

f = f AW*).
J 9/G PW J 9/G
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For further details see [4].

Let L be a representation of the closed subgroup G of the locally compact

group <$ and let H(VL) be the set of all (classes of) measurable (meaning always,

Haar measurable) functions f:@-> H(L) such that:

(a) Mx) = Ltf(x),Z,xeGx<Z,

(b) I/I = /./c||/(*)||dv(jc)<oo.
The integral in (b) makes sense since by (a) the integrand x-* ||/(*)|| depends

only on x. Provided with the indicated norm, H(VL) is a normed space. It is easy

to verify, if there exists a Borel cross section of ^/G in 0, that H{VL) is isometric

to Ll(v,H(L)) and is accordingly a Banach space. In particular, this is the case

if ^is separable [4, Lemma 1.1].

For each s e 0 and/e H(VL) define

vtm = *f/(*S).

Then VsLMx) = L(VsLf(x), £ e G, and

II yt*\ = f *sr H/(xs) Hdv{X) = f "/w II dv(*} = I'71-
J 9/G   P\x) J 9/G

Thus each V\ is an isometry of H( VL); moreover, s -* V f is a homomorphism of ^

into the group of isometries of H(VL). It will follow from Lemmas 1 and 2 below,

when there exists a Borel cross section of 'SjG in <& and G is <7-compact, that the

map s -» VSL is strongly continuous. In this case H(VL) is a Banach space and VL is

a representation of ^ which we shall call the summable representation induced

from L, to distinguish it from the unitary induced representations of Mackey

which may be thought of as a particular kind of square summable induced rep-

resentation. More generally, whenever H(VL) is complete and s -> is strongly

continuous, which is probably always the case, we shall call VL the summable

representation induced from L. This notion of summable induced representation

is due to C. Moore [7].

A summable induced representation is defined as the restriction to an invariant

subspace of a certain representation, closely related to a regular representation.

Following the general pattern outlined by Bruhat [2] for differentiable represen-

tations, we shall describe each summable induced representation as a quotient

of a representation acting on a tensor product. For this, let JT(^,H(L)) be the

space of all continuous functions with compact support on 0and values in H(L).

We define a map n : X(9,H(L)) ->ff(I/L) by setting

nf(x) - J If^frVWO

where the integral is the weak integral. For n e G we have
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nf{nx) = f L^(^x)dG(0 = f L,L^/(^K(0
(2) Jg Jg

= L,j LJiMx)d0(Z) = Lnnf{x).

Also

I «/(*) || ̂  f ||  V(^) II de«) = f \\Mx) || dc(o
Jg J g

and from this follows the inequality

f     \\nf(x)\\dv(x)      f    f ||/(fr)||de«)dv(x)
^ J 9/g J Sü/g J g

||/(x) || p(x)d»(x) < co.
J 9

By (2) and (3), nfe H(VL). Moreover, (2) also states that || nf\\ ^ \\f\\u where

|t is the norm in L}(pp,H(L)). Thus 7t can be extended to a norm de-

creasing linear map of Ll(pp,H(L)) into the completion of H(VL).    e denote

this extension by nL, or it.

Lemma 1. // there exists a Borel cross section Q-.^jG-^'S and if G is a-

compact, then nL is a homomorphism of Ll(pp,H(JS)) on H(VL) and |nt| = 1.

Proof. Let a be a continuous positive function on G such that J"Goc(c;)dG(c;) = 1.

For feH(VL) set pf(x) = a(c/>x)L^/(öx), where <p(x) = x(0x)_1. Then

pf-.H-* H(L) is measurable and

||P/111 =   f   ||P/(x)||P(x)^(x)= f      f |p/tfx)||dc«)dv(x)
Jsr JvigJg

= f     f ««0x)||/(0x)||d,(Odv(x)
J 9/g Jg

= f    ||/(0x)|| f a(£0x)dc«)dv(x) = f ||/(0x)||dv(x)
J»/g Jg J»/g

= 11/11-
Thus p/eL1 (pp,H(L)) and p:H(VL)-+ l}(pp,H(L)) is an isometry. Because

LjVtfx) = LJ1 «(^x)LWl/(0x) = a(cjcAx)L^/(0x)

we have

«p/(x)= f ^tffrWQ- ( a(^x)L^/(0x)dc(^
J g Jg

= L^/(0x) =/(c6x(0x)) =/(x).
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Thus npf=f and p is a right inverse for n. Because H(VL) is a Banach space,

nLl(pp,H(L)) cH(VL) and because p is a right inverse for n, n is surjective, and

by the open mapping theorem it is a homomorphism. We have already seen that

n has norm no greater than 1, and npf=f implies that n has norm exactly equal

to 1.

For each serS and f e Ü(pp,H(L)) set

Lemma 2. xL: s -» tsl is a representation of 9 on l}{pp,H{L)) and Tt^s — V^71^

all selS.

Proof. For each s e ^,

=   f || \\P{x)d9{x) = f p(xs) \\f(xs) II rf*(x)

= ! P(x)|/(x)|d,(x)=||/|1.

Thus each tsl is an isometry. For s, t in 9,

p(x) p(x) p(xf)

and tl is a homomorphism of ^ into the group of isometries of L^pp,//^)).

Because the map/->p/is an isometry ofL^pp,^^)) withL'^fffX)) and under

this isometry xL corresponds to the right regular representation of <8 on Ll(p,H{L))

which is strongly continuous, xL is itself strongly continuous, thus a represen-

tation of <S. Finally, we have

«l*.V<*) = £ Lf lxLsMx)dG{0=\G L^^Mxstfe®

= KLnJ(x)

and 7rL intertwines the representations xL and KL.

This is the desired presentation of VL as a quotient representation. A corollary

of this result is the fact that under the conditions of Lemma 1 VL is strongly

continuous. Indeed, this follows immediately from the strong continuity of xL and

the surjectivity of nL.

We shall ordinarily write x for xL.

3. Intertwining forms. Let Gt and G2 be closed cr-compact subgroups of the

locally compact 9 and suppose there exists a Borel cross section of ^/Gf in 0,

i = 1,2. Choose finite quasi-invariant measures v, on @IGt corresponding to

continuous p functions p;, i = 1,2. Let L and M be representations of Gx and G2

respectively for which H(L) and H(M) are separable.
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Suppose B is an intertwining form for FLand VM. Then B'(f,g) = B{nLf,nMg)is

a continuous bilinear form on V{plp,H{L)) x Li(p2p,H(M)), that is,

B'e {U{Plp, H(D) ® L\p2p,H(M)))'.

Moreover, B-> 73'is the map'(7iL®7iM) and because nL and nM are homo-

morphisms of norm 1 (Lemma 1), nL® nM is a homomorphism [3, Chapitre I,

Proposition 3]. Moreover, it follows from the proof of Lemma 1 that ker7rL and

ker7tM are direct factors which implies that nL® nM has norm equal to 1. Thus

'(nL ® nM) is an isomorphism of norm 1 and in fact an isometry.

By Theorem A [3, Chapitre I, Theoreme 2], Ll(p1p,H(L))=Li(p1p) ® H(L)and

L\p2p,H(M)) = Ll(p2p) ® H(M). Thus

Ll(Plu,H(L)) ® L\p2p,H{M)) = L\Pip) ® H(L) ® L\p2p) ® H(M).

But by the commutativity of the tensor product and two more applications of

Theorem A,

LHPlp,H(L))®Li(p2p,H(M)) = L\pxp)®L\p2p)®H{L)®H(M)

= L\pYp®p2p)®H(L)®H{M)

= L\Plp® p2p,H(L)® H{M)).

Because H(L) and H(M) are separable, so is H(L)®H(M) and by Theorem B

[1, Chapitre VI, §2, Proposition 10]

&(plp®p2p,H(L)®H(M))y

is isometric to

l^iPiP ® P2H,{H(L) ® H(M))') = E(L,M).

Explicitly this isometry is the map which assigns to each ßeE(L,M) (more

exactly, to the class containing ß) the bilinear form

B:f,g-*      <ß(x,y),f(x)® g(y)} Pi(x)p2(y)<isx^(x,y)

for f ® geÜiPiß® p2p,H(L)®H(M)). Composing this isometry with the

isometry \nL ® nM) gives an isometry of B(L,M) with a closed subspace of

E(L,M), which we shall describe exactly.

Let B be an intertwining form for VL and VM and set B' = \nL®nM)B. Let

ß e E(L,M) be the function such that

(4) B'(f,g) = [ (ß{x,y)J{x)®g(y)ypl{x)p2{y)d9^(x,y).

Because
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B'(xJ,xsg) = B{nLxJ,nMxsg) = B(Vj-nJ, V?nMg) = B{nJ,nMg)

= B'(f,g),

where we have written t for both xL and xM, we have

B\xJ,xsg) = j     (ß(x,y),f{xs)®g(ys)y ^Äy^Pi(x)p2(y)d^9(x,y)

<ß(x,y),f(xs)® g(ys)}p1(xs)p2(ys)d$x9(x,y)

(ß(xs~1,ys~1),f(x)®g(y)}p1(x)p2(y)d9xv(x,y)
J 9x9

= I      <ß(x,y),f(x)®g(y)>p1(x)p2(y)dexv(x,y) = B'(f,g).

Because / and g are arbitrary it must be that for each se@

(5) ß(xs~\ys~l) = ß(x,y),    almost all x,ye& x <$,

that is, the equality holds for all x,y not in a set of Haar measure 0.

To study the situation more closely we define for each n e Gt an operator a^— an

on L\Pip,H(L)) by:

= o~Mf{nx),

where ö\ = <5Cl is the modular function of Gx. Then

IIVII1 = f  hJ(x)\\p1(x)d^x) = ö1(r1) f ||/(/7x)||Pl(x)^(x)

= AO,)-^o?) f II/WIp!^-1*)^).

By the properties (1) of the function Pl

AO?)"1 o~i(>l)Pi(i1 ~ *x) = p(x)

so that

Mi = f \}f(x)\\p(x)dv(x)=l/llf

Thus each an is an isometry, and a is a strongly continuous anti-representation

of Gt in L}{pxp,H(L)). Further, a has the following property:
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*l(<x,/)(*) =   f ÖM)mx)dGltt)

(6) = 5L(n)  f L;slLnmx)dGl(0 = f  L.;1 LnMx)dGi(0
jg, jg,

= nL(LJ){x).

In a similar manner we define an anti-representation a = aM of G2 on

Again let ß be an intertwining form for VL and FMand set B' = \nL®nM)B.

Let /? be the function in E{L,M) which defines B' as in (4). For all «,£ e Gj x G2

B'(S/'ffc£) ~ b(nlonf> nma;g) = b(ulLJ'nmMnS) = B'(A/, Mcg)

(7) = f </?(x,y),V(x)®M^)>p1(x)p2(>')^)<s(x!>))

= f <'(L,®M{)ß(x,y),f(x)®g(y)yp1(x)p2(y)d9x9(x,y).

On the other hand,

B'(<rnf,ag) = <^(x,y),(t,/(x)®(t?g(>')>p1(x)p2(>')(j9xS(x,>')

= <5,(«)<52(C) f <«x,>'),/(nx)®g(Cy)p1(x)p2(3;)J,xs(x,y)

(8) = 5^)3,(0 Ainy'Aicy1

x  f </i(/7-1x,r1y),/W®g(y)>p1(»-1x)p2(C-1y)^x9(x,>0

<   " 'x, c" V)»/W ® £00 > PiM^OOd* x »(*, y),

since ^(»j) A^'ViOf-1*) = Pi(*X and similarly for p2. Comparing (7) and (8)

we find, for all «,( e Gj x G2,

(9)       )9(f;"1x,C"1y)= '(i,®M;)^(x,y),     almost all x,y ex 9.

These two properties (5) and (9) completely characterize the subspace of E(L,M)

which we were seeking.

Theorem 1. Let Gy and G2 be closed o-compact subgroups of the locally

compact group 3? and suppose there exists a Borel cross section of ^/Gf in 9,

i = 1,2. Let v; be a quasi-invariant measure on 9jGi associated to the continuous

p function ph i = 1,2. Let L and M be strongly continuous representations by

isometries on separable Banach spacesH(L) and H(M) of Gj and G2, respectively.
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Let F(L, M) be the subspace of all ß e L^W ® p2p,(H(L) ® H(M))') which sat-

isfy, for all n, r, s e Gi x G2 x 'S

(10) ß(^_ 1xs,C~1 ys) = '(Ln® Mr)ß(x,y),   almost all x,y e<S x'S.

For each ßeF(L,M) and f® g e H(VL)® H (VM), the function

x,y^(ß(x,y),f(x)®g(y)>

depends only on the G, x G2 coset to which x,y belongs, and

(11) B:/,g-f <^(x,y)!/Wc3)g(y)>d(v1(8)v2)(xJ)
J »/Ci xjl/Cj

is an intertwining form for VL and VM. The map />->B is a linear isometry

of F(L,M) on B(L,M).

Proof. We have already seen that to each intertwining form B there corresponds

ß e F(L, M), and B -* ß is an isometry. Moreover, if ß e F(L, M) for

/®geH(FL)(8)//(KM) and »j.CeG, x G2,

<#«x,Cy),/(»x)®g({y)> = <'(L,-I®A#{-1)fi(*,y),L,®Mc/,(x)®«(y)>

= </Kx,y),/(x)® *(>>)>

so that x,y -+(ß(x,y),f(x)® g(y)) depends only on the Gj x G2 coset to which

x,y belongs.

Choose ß e F(L,M) and let B' be the bilinear form on

L\Pip,H(L)) x L\p2p,H{M))

defined by ß, that is,

B'{f,g) = f <«x,y),/(x)cg)g(y)>p1(x)p2(yy,x,(x,y).

Then

*'(/,*) =f f <)8(«x,C>')J(»?x)®g(Cy)>dGlXC^,Od(v1®v2)(x,y)
«/»x»/Gi xG2 J Gi xG2

= f f <ß(x,y),L;1f(r,x)®M^g(t:y)ydClXC2(n,0
J»x»/g, xG2 JGi xGj

X d(V!®V2)(x,y)

= f <B(x.y), f L^f{nx)dGl(rO® f M4"1 ^)dGj(C)>
Jsrx9/G|XG2 JGi Jg2

X d(Vj ® v2)(x, j>)

< pXx, v),7tL/(x) ® nMg(y)} d(v, ® v2)(x, y).
J »xs?/Gi xG2

Thus B' depends only on nLf and 7tMg and may be written
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B'(f,g) = B(nJ,nMg)

where now, because nL and nM are homomorphisms oiLi{plp,H{L)) on H(VL) and

L\p2p,H{M)) on H(VM) B is a continuous bilinear form on H(J/L) x H(I/M).

Because 'S x ^/Gi x G2 is canonically homeomorphic to 9jGy x ^/G2, B has

the desired form (11). That B is an intertwining form for VL and VM results from

the equations:

B(VsLnJ,V?nMg) = B(nLxJ,nMxsg) = B'(zJ,rsg)

= f    <ß(x,y)J(xs)®g(ys)} ^-Pl(x)p2(y)dSxS(x,y)
J<fx9 Pl(x) PiKy)

<ß(xs~1,ys~l),f(x)®g(y)}pi(x)p2(y)d9x9(x,y)

<ß(x,y),f(x)® g(y)} pi(x)p2(y)d9x9{x,y)

= B'(f,g) = B{nJ,nMg).

Thus we have shown that to each ßsF(L,M) there corresponds an intertwining

form B defined by (11), and to this B corresponds exactly ß eF(L,M), under the

isometry described at the beginning of the proof. This completes the proof.

We now want to examine the functions ß e F(L,M). For each x,ye@ x 'S,

ß(x,y)e(H(L)®H(M))', that is, ß(x,y) is a continuous bilinear form on

H(L) x H(M). We shall see that it is an intertwining form for certain repre-

sentations related to L and M.

For each x,ye9x9 set Gxy = x~iG1x(~\ y'lG2y. Let Lx and M" be the

representations s -* L* = Lxsx -1 and s -» Mys = Mw-1 of G,,,. Let B(L,M,x,y)

denote the space of intertwining forms for the representations Lxand My.

Lemma 3. // ßeF(L,M) then ß'{x,y) e B(L,M,x,y), almost all x,ye & x <S.

Proof. Suppose that for some fixed x, ye'S x 'S, /?(«_1xs, £~V)

= \Ln x Mr)ß(x, y) for all fj, C, se Gt x G2 x 'S. Then for all £.eGx y

'(Lf ® Af       y) = '(Lx«, -, ® M,ty - l)ß(x, y) = ß(x^1,     l) = /?(*, y)

and J?(x,y) e B(L, M, x, y).

Thus the functions ß corresponding to intertwining forms for VL and VM are

measurable essentially bounded functions ß -.'S x 'S-> (H(L) ® H(M))' which

in the first place have the property that ß(x,y)eB(L,M,x,y), almost all

x,y e*S x 'S. In addition the condition (10) specifies that if xuy^ andx2,y2 are

two points in 'S x ^such that Xjy7* andx2y2* belong to the same Gt : G2 double

coset.the value of ß at xt,yt completely determines its value at x2,y2. Let # be the
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diagonal of & x S. Then x1yxi and x2y2-1 belong to the same Gx :G2 double

coset if and only if xx,yx and x2,y2 belong to the same Gt x G2 double coset

in 'S x S. Thus we can say that once the value of ß is specified at a point x, y it is

uniquely determined on the double coset (Gx x G2)(x,y)#.

Theorem 2. With the notation of Theorem 1 suppose that 'S, as well as H(L)

and H(M), is separable. Let & be the diagonal of 'S x*S, let 2d be the set of

Gx x G2 :3? double cosets and let p: & x S -* 2d be the canonical map. Provide

2d with the quotient Borel structure and suppose that the image a in 2d of Haar

measure onS x& is standard [5, p. 142], or what is equivalent, that Gx and G2

are regularly related [4, p. 127]. Then there exists a measurable cross section

\j/ :2^1§ x 'S. For all ß e F(L,M), ß° = ßoi/zop, identified to a function on 2>,

is in L°°(a,(ff(L) ® H(M))'). The map ß^-ß0 is a linear isometry of F(L, M) on

thesubspace of all y e L°°(a,(H(L)®H(M))') such that y(p(x,y))eB(L,M,\j/p{x,y)),

almost all x,ye & x

Proof. Because a is standard there exists a Borel subset £d1 of 3) such that

2}y is standard and a ( C^i) = 0. By a lemma of von Neumann, as formulated by

Mackey [5, Theorem 6.3], there exists a Borel subset 2d2 of 2d, such that

«( C^) = 0 and a Borel function \p : 2)2 -> S x 'S such that p^{d) = d, for all

d 6 2d2, that is, ^ is a Borel cross section of 2d2 in p_1(^2) <=.S X&. Moreover

S = <K^2) is a Borel subset of 'S x 'S by [5, Theorem 3.2], since 2i2 is a Borel sub-

set of a standard Borel space and thus standard. Because {j2$2) is of Haar

measure 0, we can extend \p to a cross section of 23 in 'S x 'S in any fashion, and

be sure that the extended map, which we also call \p, is measurable (with

respect to the cr-field of Haar measurable sets).

For each ßeF(L,M), ß°= ßo ip o p, identified to a function on 2d, is meas-

surable, because ij/ o p| p~1 (2J2) is a Borel function and {jp~1(32) = p_1( $2d2)

has Haar measure 0. For all x,yef x^, \J/p(x,y) = nxs,Cys, for some

n, C,s e Gt x G2 x 9 and || ß\x,y) j = || ß(nxs, tys) || = ||'{L~1 ® Mc~ ̂(x, y) \\

= || ß(x,y) ||. Thus /? and /?° have the same essential supremum. Thus

ß°e L°°(«,(fl(L) <§ fl(Af))')

and /J -»jS° is an isometry. By Lemma 3, ß°(x,y) = ß(\l/p(x,y)) e B(L,M, $p(x,y)).

Choose y€L°°(a,(f/(L)®H(M))') such that y(p(x, y))eß(L, M, $p{x,y)),

almost all x,y e0 x ^. We define a function y' on ^ x 'S by:

y'(x,>') = '(L;1 ®Mc-1)y(p(x,y)), if x,y = {nX)^p{x,y){s,s),U e G± x G2.

We must verify that y' is well defined almost everywhere. If

Oh> Ci) ̂ (pO, JO) (si, s,) = (ij, 0 ^ (pO, y)) (s, s)

then, setting \l>(p(x,y)) = xuyu
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Z = Xiln lt}ix1=y11C 1C1y1=51s leGXuyi.

But y'(*i> J>i) £B(L,M,xuyj so that

XL?®M?)y'(x1,y1) = y'(xuy1)

and this says

'(L;1^1®Mc-1MCl)y'(x1,y1) = 7'(x„>'1),

which in turn implies that

f(L-1 ® Mc"1)y'(Xl,yt) = '(L~1 ® M{-J)y'(xl5yt).

Thus y' is well defined for all those x,y such that y(p(x,y)) e B(L,M,\//p(x,y)),

that is, almost everywhere. Clearly, y'0 = y, y' has the properties(10), and y' and y

have the same essential supremum. The only fact remaining to verify is that

y' is measurable.

Consider the set S = \j/{3>2): S is a Borel set which intersects each double coset

contained in p~l(S>2) m exactly one point. Suppose we have found a Borel set N

of measure 0 and a Borel function

z   «(z), C(z), s(z): p-1 (02) n CiV - Gt x G2 x 9

such that for all zep_1(^2) nC/V, (//(z),((z))z(s(z),s(z))eS. Then

y'(z) = U;(1z)®M^))y(p(z)),    zep"1^) n C/V,

and z-»y'(z) is a measurable function on p-1(^2)n fjN. Again, because

C p~1(&>2) has Haar measure 0, y' will be a measurable function on 'S x 3?.

The map »;,C,s,z->(/?,C)z(s'"1, s_1) :Gt x G2 x 3? x 3? x 3?-» 3? x 3? is a

continuous function and because p~l{ß2) is a union of double cosets, the restric-

tion h of this map to GY x G2 x 3? x p_1(^2) is a Borel function

Gt x G2 x 'S x p_1(^2)->p_1(^2). Moreover, the map which sends each

j/,£,seG! x G2 x Shinto the function z->(/j,Qz(s_1,s _1) is an isomorphism of

Gx x G2 x 'S into the group of Borel isomorphisms of p~l(ß2). Thus Gx x G2 x 'S,

p~l{£d2), h is a Borel transformation group. Because p~ l{ß2) is a Borel subset of a

standard Borel space, it itself is standard [5, Theorem 3.2, Corollary 1]. The

existence of the required function z -> w(z),£(z),s(z) is a consequence of the

following lemma which in turn is a consequence of the lemma of von Neumann.

Lemma 4. Let S, X, h be a Borel transformation group, let S be a Borel cross

section of the orbits in X and let p be a Borel measure on X. Suppose 'S and X

are standard Borel spaces. Then there exists a Borel set NcX such that

p(N) — 0, and a Borel function x -» g(x): (jN -»'S such that g(x)-xeS for

allxfN.
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Proof. Consider the Borel set h~1(S)cX x 'S. Because S is a cross section

of the orbits there exists for each x e X, g e S such that g ■ xeS, that is for each

x £ X there exists g £ 'S such that x, geh" 1(S). By [5, Theorem 6.3] there exists

a Borel set N <= X such that p(N) = 0 and a Borel function x -»g(x) : fjN -♦ 'S

such that x,g(x) £ h_1(S) for all xef}N. But x,g(x)£n_I(S) if and only if

g(x) • x £ S, and x -»g(x) is the desired function.

Suppose that G2 = ^. Then there is only one Gxx(S :'S double coset, namely

the one containing e,e. Lf — L and Me = Ml G. Moreover L°°(a,(H(L) ® H(M))')

= (ff(L) ® H(M))'. Thus as an immediate corollary of Theorems 1 and 2 we have

the following version of the Frobenius Reciprocity Theorem, which is a slight

improvement of a version due to C. Moore [7].

Theorem 3. Let G be a closed subgroup of the separable locally compact

group 'S, let L be a representation of G and M a representation of 'S, both on

separable Banach spaces. Then B(VL,M) is canonically linearly isometric to

B(L,M|G). If M is a representation on a separable reflexive Banach space,

Homs(FL,M) is linearly isometric to Homc(L,M| G).

The last statement follows from the observations that B(V L, M) = Hom,(FL, M),

and that if H(M) is reflexive, (M)" = M.

Corollary (Osima Reciprocity Theorem). With the notation and hypotheses

of Theorem 2, B(VL\G2,M) is linearly isometric to B(L, VM\ Gj).

In fact, by two applications of Theorem 3, B(VL\G2,M) is linearly isometric

to B(VL,VM), which in turn is linearly isometric to B(L,VM\Gi).

4. Intertwining numbers. In this section we shall determine the intertwining

number i{VL, VM) = dimß(F L, VM) which is, according to Theorem 2, the dimen-

sion of a certain subspace of L™(a,(H(L)® H{M))'). For this the following notion

will be convenient.

Let A and X be topological spaces. We shall say that a family (Sx)Xefi of subsets

of X is closed if

gr((Sx)) = {X,x:xeSx}

is closed in A x X.

Lemma 5. Let A,T,X be topological spaces and let (Sx)XsX and (Ty)yer be two

closed families of subsets ofX. Then (Sx o Ty)XyeAiXr is a closed family.

Proof. The set gr((Sx)) x gr((Ty)) is a closed subset ofAxXxFxX which is

canonically homeomorphic toAxTxXxX under the map X,x,y,y -> X,y,x,y.

Under this map gr((Sx)) x gr((Ty)) corresponds to the set of all

X,y,x,ye A xT x X x X such that x,yeSx x Ty and this is exactly the set

gr((Sx x Ty)) which is accordingly closed. Let X be the diagonal of X x X.
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Then gr((Sx x Ty)) nAxTxJfis a closed subset of AxTxI The map

6 :X,y,x,x-* k,y,x is a homeomorphism of A x T x X with A xT xX. Now

X,y,xe9(gr((Sx x Ty)) n A x T x I) if and only if X,y,x,x egr((Sx x Ty))

n A x T x Jf, that is, if and only if x, x e Sx x Ty, and this happens if and only if

xeSxnTy. Thus 6(gr((Sx x Ty)) n A x T x X) = gr((Sx n Ty)) which is thus

closed in A x T x X.

Lemma 6. Let 9 be a topological group and let G be a closed subgroup.

The family (x~1Gx)xe9 is closed.

Proof. Thesetofallx,ye^ x 'S such that y ex" 1Gx is the same as the set of all

x,y such that xyx~leG. Because the map x,y ->xyx_1:S xis con-

tinuous, the set of all x,y such that xyx _1 e G is closed in 'S x 'S. But this set is

exactly gr((x_1Gx)).

Corollary. Let Gj and G2 be closed subgroups of 'S and set

Gx?y = x_1G1xn y~iG2y. Then (Gx>y)Xtye9x9 is a closed family.

This is an immediate consequence of the preceding two lemmas.

Lemma 7. With the notation of the corollary, for each se'S let Ns be the set

of all x,y e*S x 'S such that s e Gx y. Then Ns is closed.

Proof. x,yeNs if and only if s e Gx y, that is, if and only if x,y,s e gr((Gx y)).

Because gr((Gx y)) is closed in 'S x 9 x 'S, Ns is closed.

Lemma 8. Let E be a locally convex space, let Abe a weakly total subset of E'

(total for a(E,E')) and denote by £PA(E) the space of all continuous linear

operators on E provided with the weakest topology for which all the maps

T-»<x',Tx>, x'eA, xeE, are continuous. Let /: A-> ■£?,,(/}) be a continuous

function, and set Kx= ker /(A). Then (Kx)XeA is a closed family of subspaces of E.

Proof. For each x' e A set 4>x-(X,x) = <x',/(A)x>. Then x e ker f(X) if and only

if <px.(X,x) = 0 for all x'e A. Thus gr((Kx)) = Q^^^'C0) which is closed,

since each 4>x- is continuous.

Let Gj and G2 be closed subgroups of the locally compact group 'S and let L

and M be representations of Gt and G2 respectively. We shall apply the previous

results to show that (B(L,M,x,y))x ye9x9 is a closed family of subspaces of

(H(L)®H(M))'S, where (H(L)® H(M))'S denotes the space (H(L)®H(M))'

equipped with the topology <r((H(L) ® H(M))', H(L)®H(M)).

Note that Be B(L,M,x,y) if and only if

\Lx®Ml)B = B, a\\seGx<y,

that is, if and only if

Beker('(Lx®Ml)-I), a\\seGx<y,
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where / is the identity operator. Because strongly continuous linear operators

on (H(L)®H(M))' are also continuous linear operators on (H(L) ® H(M))'S,

'(Lx®My) - I e &A((H(L) ® H(M))'S), where A = H(L) ® H(M). For each 5 e9

let Rs be the function defined on Ns (Lemma 7) with values in £?A((H(L) ® H(M))'S)

defined by:

r:-> = '(lsx®md-/.

For each s e 9, x -* xsx~1 and y -> ysy~1 are continuous. Thus x, y -> '(L* ® AfJ),

restricted to Ns, is a continuous function JVS -> ^CA((H(L) ® ff(M)X), and thus Rs

is continuous.

Lemma 9. (ß(L, M, x, v))x,y6^x» is a closed family of subspaces of

(H(L)®H(M))'S.

Proof. Because Rs is continuous, it follows from Lemma 8 that (ker Rx'y)x,yeNs

is a closed family of subspaces of (ff(L) ® H(M))'s. Thus gr((ker Rx,y)) is a closed

subset of Ns x (H(L) ® H(M))'S <= 9 x 9 x (H(L) ® H(M))S', for each s e 9. Hence

K = flMker^'O)
je»

is closed in 9 x <$ x (H(L)®H(M)%. Butx,y,ß£/<ifandonlyifßGgr((ker ilx■»))

for all s 6 9, that is, if and only if \LX® My)B = B for all x,ye Ns and s e 9, and

this happens if and only if '(Lx®My)B = Bfor all s e Gxy and all x,y e 9 x 9,i.e.,

if and only if B e B(L,M,x,y), for a\\ x,y e9 x 9. Hence K = gr(B(L,M,x,y))

which is accordingly closed, and this proves the lemma.

Suppose that G, and G2 are regularly related. Let S> be the space of Gj x G2:9

double cosets and let a be the image in 9) of Haar measure. Then there exists a

Borel subset 3s2 of 2 such that Si2 is a standard Borel space and a(C^2) = 0,

and a measurable cross section ^1:9> ->9 x 9 such that \jiS>2 is a Borel subset of

9 x 9. In 3i2 x (H(L)®H(M))'S the set of all a,B such that B e B(L,M,\j/a) is

Borel isomorphic to gr(B(L,M,x,y)) n i/^2 x (JFJ(L) ® H(M)X. This last set is a

Borel set so that the set of all a, Be Q<2 x (H(L)®H(M))'S such that B e B(L, M, \J/a)

is a Borel subset of 92 x (H(L) ® H(M))'S. The subspace of

L°°(a,(H(L)® H(M))'S) of all/such that/(a) eB(L,M,^a), a almost all a eS>, is

the same as the subspace of all those / such that f(a) e B(L,M,ij/a), a. almost all

ae@>2. Thus we are in the following situation.

Let a be a Borel measure on the Borel space A, let £ be a Banach space and let

(Ex)XeA be a Borel family of subspaces of E's in the sense that gr((E'J) is a Borel

subset of A x £4', where E's denotes £' equipped with <r(£',£). Denote by

L°°(a,(£;)) the subspace of LT{a, E's) consisting of all / such that /(A) 6 E[, a almost

all X. The problem is to compute dimL°°(a,(£i)).

Lemma 10. Let a be a standard Borel measure on the Borel space A and let E

be a separable Banach space. Let {E'x)XeS be a Borel family of closed subspaces
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of E'h. Write a = at + a2 where otj is a purely atomic Borel measure and a2 ,s

a nonatomic Borel measure. If £A'# 0 on a measurable set of positive ol2 measure,

dimL^a,^)) = oo. If E'x = 0, a2 almost everywhere,

Proof. Suppose E'x^0 on the measurable set At of positive a2 measure.

Let P be the unit ball in £'. Then 2P is a compact metrizable sub-

set of £s', and A, x 2P n gr((E'x)) is a Borel subset of At x 2P. Thus

T = (A1 x(2PnCP))ngr((£;))

is also a Borel subset of A, x 2P, and for each AeA, there exists xeEx' such

that X,xeT. Because 2P is a compact metrizable space, it is a standard Borel

space and by the lemma of von Neumann [5, Theorem 6.3] there exists a Borel

subset A2cA! such that a(A, ri QA2) = 0 and a Borel function g:A2->£'

such that X,g(X) e T for all Xe A2. In particular, 1 < || g(X) || ^ 2, for all X e A2.

Extend g to all of A by setting g(X) = 0 for A£ A2. Then g eL00 (ol,(E'x)). Because

oc2 is cr-finite and nonatomic we can write A2 as a countable disjoint union of Borel

sets A2J, j = l,2, each of positive a2 measure. Set gj(x) = g(x), xeA2j,

gj(x) = 0, x$ A2 j. Then each gj e U°(ol,(E'x)) and the g}, or rather their classes,

are linearly independent, so that dimLc0(a,(£/l)) = oo.

Suppose that E'x = 0, a2 almost everywhere. We shall see, as was pointed

out to me by J. Auslander, that the only atoms for a are points. Because a is stand-

ard there exists a Borel subset A0 of A such that a(CAo) = 0 and A0 is a standard

Borel space, hence Borel isomorphic to the unit interval 7" or to an at most

countably infinite set J. If A0 is isomorphic to J then clearly the only atoms are

points. Suppose that A0 is Borel isomorphic to I.

If A is a Borel subset of / of positive a measure which is an atom, and we write

/ = /,u/2 where It = [0,1/2), I2 = [1/2,1], then exactly one of Ax = A nllt or

A2 = A n I2 has positive a measure and the other has 0 measure, say

x{A{) = a.(A) > 0. If we repeat this bisection indefinitely we see that if A is an

atom, then for each n > 0, A contains a Borel subset of diameter < 2~" such that

<x(A) = x(A„). Thus A must contain a point X0 such that ol({X0}) = a(Ä), and the

only atoms are those which differ from points by null sets. But now Lx(a,(E'x)) is

clearly the L00 sum of those spaces E'x. such that a({A,}) > 0, and the dimension

of this space is Zjdimf;.. Since dim£^ is measurable for we can write this sum

as an integral /dim E'f da^X), and this proves the second part of the lemma.

Lemma 11.  For all n,C,seGx x C2 x (S,

B(L,M: »xs, Cys) = \L~1 ® M71 )B(L, M, x, y).

In particular, dimß(L,M,x,y) depends only on the Gx x G2 /S double coset

a to which x, y belongs, and may be written i (L,M,a).
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Proof. Note that for each se&, Gxs ys = s'1 Gxys. Thus, if BeB(L,M,x,y),

s e 9, £ g Gxs yi then s£s ~1 e GXjJ, and

XL? ® Mf )B = '(14 - ■ ® M;{3 - ,)B = B,

and B e B(L,M,xs,ys). The same argument with x,>' replaced by xs,ys and s by

s_1 shows that B{L,M,x,y) = B{L,M,xs,ys). Choose i/,{eG1xG2. Then

G,x,Cy =      and for all £ e G,,,

'(Lf ®     ) '(L;1 ® Mf *)ß = '(Lx<, --, ® MH, -iz-i)B

= '(l;1 ®    1      ® MJ)B = '(l; 1 ® Äff ')B.

Hence, for all B e B(L,M,x,y), XL'1 ® M^)B e B(L,M,nx,Cy). Repeating the

same argument with x,y replaced by n~1x,£~1y shows that B{L,M,nx,{y)

= XL'1® M^1)B{L,M,x,y). These two results prove the first part of the lemma.

Because '(l~1 ®     1) is an isometry,

d\mB(L,M,nxs,£ys) = dim( '(L;1® Afr^B^.M.x.y)) = dimB(L,M,x,y),

and the dimension only depends on the Gi x G2: & double coset to which x,y

belongs.

Taking into account the last two lemmas and the remarks preceding Lemma

10, we can state the following intertwining number theorem.

Theorem 4. With the notation and hypotheses of Theorem 2, write a. = ix1 + a2

where at is a purely atomic Borel measure and a2 is nonatomic measure. If

i(L,M,a) > 0 on a set of positive a2 measure, i(VL, VM) = oo. If i(L,M,a) = 0,

a2 almost everywhere, then

i(VL,VM) = j i(L,M,a)doii(a).

5. Square summable induced representations. Let G be a closed subgroup of

the locally compact group 9 and let L be a representation of G. Let H(UL) be the

set of all (classes of) measurable functions/.9-> H(L) such that

(a) Mx) = Ltf(x)A,xeGx9,

(b) ||/||=(^/0|/(x)||2rfv(x))1/2<co,

where again the meaning of the integral in (b) depends upon the fact that by

(a), ||/(x)||2 depends only on x. With the indicated norm, H(UL) is a normed

space, and a Banach space if there exists a Borel cross section of 9jG in 9. If

H(L) is a Hilbert space, H(UL) is at least a pre-Hilbert space.

For each s e 9 set

Uff(x) = (p(xs)lp(x))ll2f(xs).

Then t/f is an isometry of H(UL), and if H(UL) is complete, s-> l/f is a rep-
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resentation of 'S, called the square summable representi .ion of 'S induced from L.

If L is a unitary representation, so is UL (assuming of course that H(UL) is

complete) and UL is just the unitary induced representation defined by

Mackey [4].

Suppose there exists an invariant measure on 'S/G so that we can take p = 1.

Then H(UL) n H(VL) is dense in both the containing spaces and

V^\H(UL)nH(VL)= Ut\H(UL)nH(VL). If, further, there exists a finite

invariant measure on "S/G, H(UL) <= H(VL) and the inclusion map is continuous,

of norm ^ 1.

Theorem 5. Let Gf be a closed o-compact subgroup of the locally compact

group S such that there exists a Borel cross section of S\G{ in (S and such that

there exists a finite invariant measure on cSjGh i = 1,2. Let L and M be rep-

resentations of Gx and G2 respectively. The map B -*B\ H(Ul) x H(Um) is a

continuous linear injection (H(VL)® H(VM))' - (H(UL)® H(UM))' and under

this map B(VL,VM) is carried onto a subspace of B(UL,UM). Thus

i(VL, VM) ̂  i(UL, UM).

Proof. All that need be noted is that, under the hypotheses stated,

ULS =     \H(UL) and (if = V?\ H(UM) for all s e 'S.

Suppose that L and M are unitary representations. With the canonical conjugate-

linear identification of H(L) with H(L)', L is the conjugate representation L of L.

Similarly, (ULY is equivalent to (UL)~ which in turn is equivalent to UL [4,

Theorem 5.1] and (l/*V is equivalent to UM. Hom9(UL,UM) is isomorphic

to B(UL,(UM)~) and this space is isomorphic in turn to B(UL, UM)._If

we set I(UL, UM) = dimHom9(UL,UM), we have I(UL,UM) = i(UL, U M).

Because M" = (My)~ = (APf, we have I(L, M, x, y) = dim HomGx JLX,M")

= dim B(L,M,x,y) = i(L,M,x,y) and this last number depends only on the

Gt :G2 double coset a to which xy _1 belongs, and may be written I(L,M,a).

Thus as an immediate consequence of Theorems 4 and 5 we have

Theorem 6. Let Gj and G2 be closed regularly related subgroups of the

separable locally compact group's such that there exist finite invariant measures

on *SlGi and @/G2. Let L and M be continuous unitary representations of Gt and

G2 respectively on separable Hilbert spaces. Let a. be the image of Haar measure

in the space 9> of Gx : G2 double cosets and write a = ax + ot2 where is a purely

atomic measure and <x2 is a nonatomic measure. If I(L,M,a)> 0 on a mea-

surable set of positive cc2 measure, I(UL, UM) = oo. // I(L,M,a) = 0, a2 almost

everywhere, then I(UL, UM) ̂  J7(L,M, a)dal(a).

Corollary. LetGbe a closed subgroupof the separable locally compact group

<&, suppose that ^jG has a finite invariant measure and that G is regularly

related to itself. Let a. be the image of Haar measure in the space 3 of G.G
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double cosets and write a. = a1 + a2 where o\x is a purely atomic measure and <x2

is a nonatomic measure. Let L be a continuous unitary representation of G. In

order that UL be irreducible it is necessary that I(L,L,a) = 0, oc2 almost every-

where, and that I(L,L,a) ^ 1 for all atoms aeQ> and that I(L,L,a) = 1 for at

most one atom.

This corollary follows immediately from the theorem since UL is irreducible

if and only if I(UL, UL) = 1.

If G is a closed normal subgroup then the space of G : G double cosets is the

quotient group 9\G; in particular, G is regularly related to itself. The requirement

that (S\G have a finite invariant measure means exactly that 9\G is compact.

In this case the corollary states that for UL to be irreducible it is necessary that Lx

and L be disjoint representations of G for almost all xe&. However, Mackey [6]

has found a much better result which states that if L is irreducible, this condition

is sufficient, at least in the case that G is a type I subgroup, regardless of the

size of 9IG.
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